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Acoustic Lights

A quite environment is the basic demand of human being. Yet, we are exposed to 
noisy environment all day long fromthe alarm clock in the morning and sizzle 
talking inthe office.

From this perspectve, in the modern office, interior acoustic lighting are the best 
solution for employees and play an important role to enhance working efficiency 
and productivity for the organisation to consider. Study shows that acoustic lights 
can help to reduce the echo and noise in the office areas that may affect 
productivity and the quality of the communication and personal health.

Acoustic lamp is a kind of lighting fixture we create with acoustic material on
the basis our regular light. In addition to meet the requirement for the office
lighting, Accoluxx offers different colors tochoose to meet the demand ofdifferent 
space design,thus offering professional lightingeffect while improving the quality of
 acoustic environment of the space.

 



Sound Disturbance
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Sound Absorption

· Reducing reverberation time: reverberation time is always
reducing with the increase of the total absorption, the acoustic 

material increase the total absorption of the room, thus
dramatically reducing the reverberation time of the environment

· Reducing environmental noise: the sound energy from the
incidence of noise to the absorption material would be mostly
absorbed, thus reducing the total noise of the room .

· Improving speech intelligibility: the absorption material reduces
the reverberation time and the reflection sound of the room,
greatly reducing the disturbance of reverberation and reflection

sound, thus improving the speech intelligibility of interpersonal
communication.




